BID PROCESS
REHAB UNITS
Thank you for considering Lanz Cabinets for your replacement cabinets. We look forward to the
possibility of doing business with you. Below is the information we need to provide you with pricing.
1. JOB NAME AND ADDRESS

4. BASIC CABINETRY DIMENSIONS
AND LAYOUT

Name of Apartments

If blueprints and plans are not available, Lanz
will require basic cabinetry dimensions for
pricing purposes. These measurements do
not need to be exact, just something to give us
an idea of what will be needed for the project.
The more detailed the information presented,
the more accurate the pricing. Include a
basic layout drawing along with any out of the
ordinary additions (example: Lazy suzans, bread
boards, glass doors, sub decking, etc.) Pictures
are always helpful if available.
Please allow at least (1) week for pricing. This
is from when we receive the above information.

Builder (if known)
Street
City

State

Zip

year of construction completion

2. CONSTRUCTION METHOD
Face Frame (standard or full overlay)
■

Frameless (32mm European style)

3. MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Lanz Cabinets provides replace cabinets only
for our past projects. If the Lanz product
and project is over (5) years old, material
specifications and pictures may be helpful to
identify what is needed. A sticker can be found
on the top or back of the cabinet with job
information on it.

NOTE: Field measuring and design engineering
tasks are appointed AFTER we have a signed
agreement. This is to alleviate lost time in the
field and valuable design time. In addition, the
signed contract also secures a spot for the
project on our production schedule. Pricing
may need to be adjusted to reflect any changes
in cabinetry after the field measure.
Please send information to:
Morgan Egbert
Estimating and Sales

MorganEgbert@lanzcabinets.com
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